How to Score (in the Rally)
To score points from the checkpoints, you’ll need a smart phone with an Instagram account. You can use
your existing account or start a new one, it doesn’t really matter. Just let us know which one you’ll be
using at registration (or sooner). You will identify yourself with a mascot who will have a name that is
easy to identify. The longer the mascot hashtag, the easier it will be for us to find your posts.

You can post to Instagram in the following ways:
1. Take a photo or short video with your
smart phone’s camera.

2. Open Instagram and tap the “+” button.

3. Select the photo or video you just shot
and tap “Next.”

4. Select a filter if you want to look like an
artist or whatever. Click “Next” whether
you select a filter or not.

(Continued on next page)

5. In the “Caption” section, type anything
you want, but use the hashtags
#LemonsRally and the hashtag for that
checkpoint from the rally book. Add in
your mascot’s hashtag and if your car is
in the photo, add the hashtag for your
car, as well. (See below). When you’re
done, tap “OK.” Then tap “Share” to put
it on Instagram.

You can also do this entirely in Instagram.
1. Open Instagram and tap the “+” button.

2. Below the photos on your camera
roll, select “Photo” or “Video”
(whichever you’d prefer) and capture it
within Instagram’s camera.

3. Shoot the photo or video you want.
4. Follow instructions 4 and 5 above.

What is a hashtag?
A hash tag is simply the pound sign (#) followed by a keyword that can be searched in Instagram. For
example: #LemonsRally will let us and others (It could be you!) search for Lemons Rally posts.
For this rally, each of your posts will have three to four hashtags:
(1) #LemonsRally – Self-explanatory. We want
people to know about your bad judgment and
poor impulse control.
(2) #CheckpointName – Every checkpoint in the
rally book will have a hashtag.
(3) #YourReallyLongMascotName – It’s
important to make this as unique as possible so
we can find your posts easily with the search
function:
Bad: #Merlion
Good: #MerlionTheSingaporeanRallyFool

(4/OPTIONAL) #YourCar – We want people with
the same cars as you to see what you’re doing
and think it looks like a good time. Try not to
include your car as a hashtag if there is no car.
(5/OPTIONAL) #HooptieScenes – Are you in the
middle of something cool outside the rally
book, like a roadside repair or maybe a sweet
vista you found while lost in the wilderness or
even a Waffle House sign you pilfered from a
demolition crew? Snap a photo and tag it
#LemonsRally and #HooptieScenes to score
more points. We’ll award points on a Lemonsquality subjective scale based on how
awesome, humorous, masochistic, and/or
incriminating it is.
(6) You can add more hashtags if you’d like;
however, the above are the ones we’ll be
looking for

Doesn’t that make a lot of hashtags to type?
It would, but Instagram will save oft-used hashtags for easy retrieval. So when you start typing
#LemonRally, Instagram should suggest it after you type the “Le” by the second time.

If you forget to drop the hashtag(s) into a post, you can always edit your Instagram post later. The
EDIT option (See below) also allows you to copy and paste all the hashtags from a previous post, which
might be quicker for you if you’re smartphone copy/paste savvy.
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